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Coach Training for Lawyers

Does this sound familiar?
You have achieved the optimal result for your client and yet he
is deeply disappointed.
Every day you try to explain to your assistant/colleague/chief
what is particularly important to you, and they seem to
persistently ignore it.
As a young professional, you had a certain image of your
career/law firm in mind and today you are miles away from it.
Although you have your livelihood and all reason speaks against
it, the thought of trying something new again and putting your
potential to the test cannot be suppressed completely.

Since 2016, CLP has offered special coaching training to support
legal and similar professions in the consulting industry and to
develop the necessary communication, negotiation and
leadership skills.
It also assists the development of necessary charisma and
maturity as a consultant personality with the help of
supervision, self-reflection and self-management.
Highly qualified lawyers who have a certified coaching
education will teach you where and how to integrate coaching
and what advantages it offers.
The training is unique in this form and meets the international
quality standards of the International Coach Federation (ICF), in
particular its ethical standards and core competencies.

Legal Coaching

The professional learning of legal coaching is offered as part of
the basic coaching training.
Legal coaching is a special communication method which is
comparable to mediation, but offers the advantage that legal
coaching can be easily and selectively integrated into any
mandate in any legal field within the framework of regular legal
advice - either as a sequence or as a complete process. And you
get to keep your mandate.

Legal Coaching combines as a Hybrid

legal expertise and coaching skills.

The perfect combination for client-oriented consulting.

The Modules

1.

2.

Coaching

Training:
general
Coachingtraining

3.

4.

Training:
Specialtraining
Legal Coaching

Mentoring

The best way to predict your future is to create it - Abraham Lincoln

The Modules

1.

2.

10 hours IndividualCoaching
(Meetings by
arrangement)

60 hours BasicCoachingtraining
in a group
(attendanceweek)

3.

4.

10 hour Special
Legal Coaching
Training in a group
(attendancedays)

10 hours Mentoring
5 individual and 5 in a
group
(attendance or online)

The people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world

are the ones who do - Steve Jobs

The training concludes with an examination and CLP certificate. At
CLP it can be repeated at any time and free of charge.
In any case, the aim is to also obtainan international professional
certification as a business coach from the ICF professional
association (ACC, PCC, MCC). Dr. Tutschka as president of the
German chapter of the professional association stands for quality
coaching.
(www.geertje-tutschka.com).
If desired, the successful completion of CLP training can be
followed by specialisation and advanced courses as well as exercise
groups, which are supported by our CLP community.
Another advantage: As a trained coach and lawyer, you can apply
for the CLP speaker program! CLP has been assisting lawyers and
attorneys in law firm and career development for many years.
The CLP quality guarantees training, certification and sustainability.
The contract design is transparent and solid. There are no hidden
or additional costs. Payment is made regularly in 2 instalments (at
registration and before the start of training).

The training consists of 90 hours plus 10 hours of self-study over a
period of at least 6 months, consisting of online training, an
attendance week (8 nights from Saturday to Sunday) and a further
two attendance days (3 nights).
The training is carried out by the CLP Academy.
www. consultingforlegals. com

Curriculum: Coachingtraining

1. introduction
What is Coaching? How does a coaching process work? Where does
coaching bring an advantage in everyday legal practice?
Self-management, personnel management, process management
Legal Coaching - the Hybrid

2. International Coach Federation (ICF)
Who is ICF and what makes it stand out from other coaching
associations?
3. the Code of Ethics
can be read in detail here: www. coachfederation. de/icf-d/werteund-ethik.
4. the core competences
can be read in detail here: www. coachfederation. de/icf-d/icfkernkompetenzen.
5. the structure of a coaching process
- Start: Creating basics and frameworks - clarifying roles - defining
goals (vision and agenda) - tools and methods (such as change
management, conflict resolution, egomanagement,
communication, leadership, group dynamics, process design,
strategy, vision work, personality models, mind tools, mental
training) - the CLP coaching model: hand coaching as an effective
self-coaching method - difficulties and indicators
- graduation

6. practical examples/exercise units/self-study/homework current
case studies from the target group legal - homework between the
preparation webinaries and during the attendance week (30-60
min. per homework) - coaching exercise units daily during the
attendance week - coaching exercise unit by telephone in follow-up
7. legal and financial basis
- Accounting - Combination and mixed products (with training or
legal advice) - Collisions/competencies - Designation/validity Contract drafting/liability etc.
8. involvement in the legal/legal activity
- Examples - Exercises - Collisions
9. Coachingbusiness - the different Coachingpractices
Professionalisation/Certification - membership in the ICF or other
federations Coaching around the world - establishment and
development of a Coachingbusinesses - marketing and strategy target group definition and product development - preparation for
the final examination - preparation for certifying - away and
training further
10. final test
- two complete coaching processes with supervision and recording
- development and presentation of a coaching product - final
written test
(Fundamentals of ethics and core competencies)
11. Final
Follow up/sustainability guarantee (mentor coaching)
- Presentation of the advanced seminars

Training guarantee

limited attendance
extensive training and accompanying materials
Repeat and break guarantee
Premium quality of the training facility

Certification guarantee

CLP certificate
Basic coaching training according to ICF
Quality guarantee of the speakers
legal or cf. qualification of the participants

Sustainability guarantee

certification logo
network competence
application mentoring
Support with ICF certification

Arrive. Relax. Grow.

Let us spoil you in our premium hotels:
www.gmachl.com
www.bleiche.de

The most important thing about getting somewhere

is starting right where we are. - Bruce Barton

Arrive. Relax. Grow.

You will be offline during presence time. Like the word
"presence" suggests.

Coaching is so effective because the focus is on the client.

That's why coaching training is all about you.

This is what participants have to say. . .

A lawyer trained in this way can advise his clients more
purposefully in a shorter amount of time and at the same time
increases the customer satisfaction because they feel like they are
better understood.
Legal coaching can be integrated perfectly into everyday
professional life, it does not require any "additional investments",
can be carried out online and offline.
The established certificate of the professional association can be
used very well for marketing purposes.
It increases the personnel management competence of the
lawyerand helps to avoid tedious and costly team conflicts and
personnel fluctuation.
It can be used by law firms as a valuable building block for internal
personnel development, as the coaching training also consciously
initiates the personal development of the trainees through selfreflection etc. and ensures a sense of purpose (as well as preparing
associates for HR tasks, internal mentor programs and future
partner positions).

Since the content of the training (in terms of tools and methods,
but also for professional law, liability law and remuneration
aspects) was specifically tailored to the legal market, this special
training, in contrast to conventional coaching training, can be
immediately integrated into the day-to-day work of the firm by the
participants.
Since the training is designed and offered exclusively by suitably
qualified lawyers and the participants must also have completed
their legal training, it is ensured that the language, the case studies,
the selected tools and methods originate from legal practice or are
suitable and relevant for it, and that the learning level, pace, basic
knowledge and previous knowledge of the participants are at a
similar level.
The 3/4 level training over several months and the combination of
attendance weeks/online units as well as small group and
individual trainings provides for precise support of the participants
but also for sufficient flexibility to be able to complete the training
also as a law firm owner occupation-accompanying.

Legal Coaching – a Hybrid

Or: Was der Rechtsberatung Beine macht

NJW - Special supplement Coaching, 07/2018:
Coaching has arrived in the legal sector. For strategic career
development, but also for your own personal development, against
frustration at work and as prevention against burnout. For the
development of the firm in the implementation of the firm's
culture, positioning, strategy issues, but also in the moderation of
partner decisions, team development and conflict resolution,
personnel management as well as in personnel development
programmes for the development of high potentials, the support of
young parents or female executives.
So far so good. This is no different from other industries.
Now, however, legal advice is discovering coaching as a useful
addition to the consulting business:
Coaching can professionalize consulting.
Why is that?
Coaching has always been part of communication sciences and
psychology, but matured 150 years ago into an independent
method for accompanying individuals and teams. Today, coaching
clearly distinguishes itself from consulting, training, therapy,
mentoring and teaching.
But what is coaching anyway?
As a buzzword it has long since found its way into common usage
and can be described in new German as the football coach,
nutritionist, dog trainer, leader and mentor.

Coaching and the Profession Coach are not protected in Germany
and are only regulated in some areas.
This is different in our neighbouring countries. Even within the EU,
many national laws have been passed to protect the profession, so
that it is probably only a matter of time before a uniform European
regulation becomes necessary - especially since coaching is already
predominantly carried out online and across national borders. A
trend that is continuing strongly and cannot be stopped despite the
DS-GVO.
On the contrary: As president of the German chapter of the
international professional association for coaches (ICF), Dr.
Tutschka, ACC has just witnessed the transformation among the
technical service providers and manufacturers of communication
technology and online coaching tools, the majority of which have
managed almost effortlessly to provide law-compliant and dataprotection-tested working techniques. The fact that there is (still)
no legal regulation in Germany is, however, primarily due to the
fact or merit of the more than 15 professional associations for
coaches, trainers, mentors, supervisors, psychologists, speakers
and consultants that have existed for decades; with different
training and certification systems. The ICF is the only professional
association only for trained coaches (not for trainers, psychologists
and consultants etc. ) and also the only international association.
The German market was over-regulated by these professional
associations. This diversity was simply overwhelming and
confusing for personnel developers and customers.
Almost 10 years ago, the largest associations joined together to
form the so-called Round Table Coaching (RTC),

to create clarity and transparency: the joint paper on quality
coaching and the joint ethics guideline now ensures that all 14,000
professional coaches who are organised in these associations meet
uniform quality requirements for training and certified
sustainability through certification and are committed to a uniform
understanding of ethics with regard to the human image, trust
building and confidentiality, says Dr. Tutschka as ICF delegate in
the Round Table Coaching.
This is even taken into account by market giants such as Xing with
the portal Xing Coaches, which has not only reissued the Top Coach
seal on the basis of these criteria in 2018, but in the future will also
sort the coach profiles according to whether the coach has passed
the quality control of a professional association.
Coaching: A structured and guided communication process in
which the coach uses certain techniques, tools, methods and
models (such as mirroring and giving feedback, 360-degree
method, evaluation of personality tests) to support the client
in obtaining faster, more efficient and more profound clarity
about a life question that is important to him and in
accompanying him in its implementation.
A good coaching education is not limited to one single method or
one single tool, but offers a (limited) selection for learning effective
and proven techniques (approx. 50% of the education), a
structured coaching process management (further 25%) as well as
a profound understanding of quality standards, ethics and
regulations around the coaching profession according to an
established professional association (further 25%). Similar to the
acquisition of a title as a specialist lawyer, it is not possible to
differentiate between the examined training on the one hand and
the acquisition of the title as a specialist lawyer, the certification, on
the other hand (due to practical cases and more).

Only the certification identifies the experienced and constantly
developing practitioner. So far, the legal sector has purchased
these professional communication techniques as part of mediation
training, but at the price of losing the mandate as a lawyer.
But how else does the legal industry learn effective and useful
communication techniques?
How does legal advice learn to work?
It is no longer necessary to discuss the fact that professional
communication is something other than the transfer of specialist
knowledge and that it is absolutely necessary as a lawyer. The
industry is being shaken by the high competitive pressure,
digitization and market loss caused by Legal Tech. Only those who
do not stick their heads in the sand or take refuge in fear scenarios
can survive in such a market, but rather reflect on their original
quality: the human factor.
Trust, empathy and confidence distinguish for the client
whether he chooses a lawyer and which one. Competence and
professional law firm processes are a must.
Today, specialist knowledge can be called up anywhere and at any
time free of charge. Training in legal coaching enables the lawyer to
learn the necessary communication techniques and professional
management and to apply them precisely in the context of the
respective mandate, as a sequence or as a complete process, in the
development of strategy and tactics or in the implementation of
decisions (keyword change management).

Legal coaching lets lawyers remain lawyers and judges judges.
Legal Coaching ensures more proximity to the client, more
responsibility for the mandate, more sustainability and thus
more satisfied clients.
Other consulting industries, such as management consultants,
have long since recognized this and used it to their advantage.
Today, lawyers no longer advise their clients, but coach them.
Some because it is chic: This might however be equally as valuable
as listening to the self proclaimed "law expert" after the third
round of beers in your local pub.
Others because they have taken a weekend course in
communication or have learned something similar; mediation for
example or business psychology.
It is true that communication techniques - such as those taught in
mediation - also make up about 50% of a coaching course. The
other half, however, is missing, especially the certification of
practical experience. These colleagues are probably on the same
level as graduates of the 1st state exam who are directly involved in
some kind of half judicial activities. You could do that. The market
will clean it up.
Coaching has arrived in legal advice.
The combination of legal know-how and coaching competence
is not an addition task.
Both areas will potentiate each other.
So that your legal advice will continue to run tomorrow without
losing your voice.

The original article was published in the NJW 07/2018.
Author is the initiator of the training in Legal Coaching:
Dr. Geertje Tutschka, ACC
(www. geertje-tutschka. com)
Managing Partner: CLP-Consulting for Legal Professionals
Attorney at Law in Germany/European Attorney Austria Trained
and Certified Coach and Trainer, Author
President of ICF Germany/Delegate to the Round Table Coaching
Trainer in Legal Coaching, CLP-Academy (www. consultingforlegals.
com)

Four good reasons

1. develop personally and mature mentally
2. integrate effective elements from psychology and coaching (legal
coaching) into your legal activity
3. act professionally as an internal coach in your law firm in
personnel matters, master management tasks responsibly,
consciously design and steer teams
4. be able to work internationally as an ICF Business Coach
Four good reasons to use "Legal Coaching"; professionally,
can also be found on our blog JurCoach. wordpress. com
(legal-coaching)

FAQs:

Are there discounts? What about VAT? Does the training
qualify as continuing legal education?
The training price is taxed at 19% under German law or 20% under
Austrian law if the participant does not have his usual place of
residence outside Germany/Austria or has a UID number.
The investment in training can be taken into account for tax
purposes. Whether the training is recognised as continuing legal
education by the respective bar association or by the employment
office or the Chamber of Industry and Commerce must be clarified
in each individual case. Normally, it is taken into account for tax
purposes. And yes: there are always special offers (please refer to
our eNewsletter) and discounts, for example for group and partner
registrations or for low earners (please contact us at
office@consultingforlegals. com).
After successfully completing your training, you will also have the
opportunity to work as a CLP consultant at CLP at special rates and
implement what you have learnt immediately.
What additional costs can I expect?
What about overnight stay and food?
The training investment includes all local costs.
Please note, however, that we receive a special price from the
Ausidlungshotel which only applies to you as a participant in the
training course. Our partner hotel provides us also only a limited
contingent, which you redeem with the hotel directly. This does
not include accompanying partners or extensions.

Can non-lawyers also take part in the training?
Basically, this training does not differ from any other training
according to the ICF guidelines and is also easy to complete for
begginer coaches. The prerequisite of an academic/legal
background of the participants guarantees that there will be no
unnecessary waiting times due to very different performance
curves.
Is this training only for lawyers from Germany/Austria? Why
Salzburg/Berlin?
No. This training is for lawyers and jurists from all over the world.
However, so far it has only taken place in German and is therefore
particularly useful for lawyers and attorneys from Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. At the moment we have inquieries from Germany,
Austria and South Tyrol. The first JurCoach training in English will
not take place until 2019.
The training location Salzburg is very centrally located in the
German-speaking DACH area, can be easily reached by motorway,
train or plane and combines an above-average tourist
infrastructure with optimal training conditions.
When do I start coaching myself?
Already during the trainingin small subranges. At the end complete
coaching processes are practiced.
When can I start coaching?
Immediately after successful completion of our training.

After completion where am I recognized as a coach?
As the ICF is the only international coaching organization, it has
uniform standards all over the world. With this training you will be
able to work as a coach all over the world (country-specific
consulting and trade regulations are of course to be observed).
This is particularly exciting because coaching with the new
technical possibilities is increasingly taking place online/by
telephone.
At the same time, this forces the "Legal Sector"; to discover new
markets and develop new legal advice products: "Legal Coaching";
as an integrative component of a CLP: JurCoach Legal Advice
upgrades this to a high-priced individual product for the
client/client and at the same time positions the lawyer uniquely,
modernly and professionally in the legal market.
Where can I find my coaching clients when I start?
Part of the training will be the professionalization and the
foundation of a coaching business or the successful integration
into an existing law firm, since this training should be a
professional training and not a hobby. For this reason, coaching
platforms, cooperation opportunities or opportunities to work
together for a successful start are also presented.
When will I be sure of my place?
The registration is only binding after payment of the training
allowance.

What if I have to cancel my training or cannot start it, want to
repeat it, etc. ?
As a participant, you can repeat and refresh your JurCoach training
free of charge throughout your entire life.
Are there any discounts or sponsoring programs?
Since it is important to us that serious interested parties also take
part in our info webinars in order to be well informed, these
possibilities are only presented there and for a limited period of
time. So if you want to benefit from discounts or a sponsored
apprenticeship, you have to personally check in advance whether a
JurCoach training is really the right thing for you and whether you
seriously want this investment.
Please contact us also by mail or phone:
office@consultingforlegals. com (#JurCoach). The next info
webinars will be announced in the newsletter.
Can I get a discount if I sign up with friends?
We expressly welcome a registration with colleagues and friends,
as this is very beneficial for the sustainability of the training (socalled CLP: JurCoach Buddy Program). Please contact us directly to
arrange a discount depending on the number of people.

Can I be contacted by my law firm during this time of the
attendance week?
We strongly advise against it and put the attendance week on
holiday weeks in order to hopefully use a less labour-intensive time
in the office. Of course, there are always emergencies. WLAN is of
course available most of the time. However, please assume that we
have adjusted the trainig espacially for your needs so that we need
your full attention and energy in these attendance days. You
should definitely use the remaining time for reflection, reworking
and relaxation. That's why we have also chosen seminar hotels
outside the metropolises, which also offer healthy gourmet cuisine,
excellent beds and service, spa with pools and unspoilt nature far
away from traffic.
Can I bring my family/partner/; dog with me?
Of course you can also bring your family and your partner or your
four-legged friend to the family-run hotels. Please arrange
everything else with our travel coordinator (family program, child
and dog care, etc. ).
Will I have the opportunity to see Salzburg and Berlin?
Excursions are part of the training and will take place depending on
the group composition, season and programme.

What happens if I fall ill or have to leave on short notice? Is my
registration/ticket transferable?
No problem. The course is free of charge at any given time and can
be repeated without an urgent reason. You are even given the
opportunity to take part in it as a refresher throughout your life or
to extend your training to longer periods of time. Please refer to
the Conditions of Participation for the regulations for short-term
cancellations. Otherwise we recommend the conclusion of an
appropriate seminar cancellation insurance.
How do I get to the seminar and what about parking spaces?
You can easily travel to Berlin or Salzburg by train or plane (from 99
€). Both Berlin and Salzburg are easily accessible by car via the
motorway. A sufficient number of parking spaces are available free
of charge for all participants. Our travel assistance will gladly take
care of the train station/airport transfer.
How can I contact the organizer if I have any questions?
Best by mail to office@consultingforlegals. com
or by phone at +49 (0)89 206054 272.

because we love good
lawyers.

Your Investements

complete training
to become certified JurCoach
(Education + Legal Coaching)
min. 6 months
Modules 1, 2, 3, 4
10.000 €

Business-Coach-Training
(exclusive Legal Coaching)
min. 6 months
Modules 1, 2, 4
8.000 €

training
to become certified JurCoach
(Check external training + legal
coaching)
min. 6 months
Modules 1, 3, 4
7.000 €

CLP-ACADEMY: LEGAL COACHING TRAINING

At CLP, we go beyond legal training and supplement it with
qualified advice, training and coaching - for you personally
as a lawyer or as the owner or partner of a law firm. For 25
years we have been working as lawyers and in-house
counselors at home and abroad. Many years of relevant
professional experiences interact with our certified
additional competencies as trainers and coaches.
With the CLP quality guarantee, we ensure that all our
speakers are specialists in their field: experienced lawyers
and certified coaches or trainers. Some of them are
among the top 100 trainers in D-A-CH.
Since 2016, we have been training lawyers in legal
coaching (comparable to mediation training), an additional
training based on the international ICF standards
(International Coach Federation), with which the
communication competence and performance of lawyers
is increased or meaningfully supplemented:
For your own professionalization andthe client's interest.

CLP – we love extraordinary excellence in law
WWW.CONSULTINGFORLEGALS.COM

